Environmental Landscape Rating
A SuDS focused property rating system which developers can
use when planning and selling property developments, and
house buyers can use to inform their purchase decision.

Big insight

Features

Developers need incentivisation to implement best practices for water
sustainability standards into their plans.

SuDS Property Assessment
A service that assesses development plans, providing a guide on the types
of SuDS they should be implementing on their projects and the typical
percentage increase home buyers are willing to pay for a home in a SuDS
environment.

Target customer
Developers
As a developer, I need to maximise my return on investment whilst also
maintaining compliance with the changing sustainability standards and
legislation. I have a responsibility to create developments that are SuDS
approved while also being commercially and aesthetically appealing
to customers.

Stakeholders to engage

Water Checks
A tool that measures water usage, water recycling, permeability, water runoff
levels, and additional individual SuDS features in the property. All findings are
inputted into the overall Environmental Landscape Rating which is accessible
to developers as well as house buyers.

Developer Community
Online community where developers can talk about the latest in SuDS
regulation, approved vendors, best practices and new innovations in
sustainable property development.

Government
To both enforce and endorse the rating, and to provide support to
organisations where required.

House Builders
To adopt the Environmental Landscape Rating in a timely manner, and abide
by plans to build in accordance to the Environmental Rating standards.

Home Buyers
Due to increased cost to house builders, home buyers will need to see the value
and be open to paying a potential premium for a highly ‘Environmental Landscape
Rated’ home, and help to maintain the rating after the property is sold.

User journey
Returning to the office, she
logs onto the developers
community portal and starts
planning a new project based
on the rating requirements.

Sarah works for a Property
Development company
and is made aware of
the Environmental Rating
from a recent regulatory
announcement advising
developers that it will be soon
become part of legislation.

The property assessment
reports and ratings are
returned and she’s pleased
to see 4-5 star ratings.
Sarah decides to start using
the ratings across her sales
and marketing materials for
new developments.

She submits all existing and
new development projects for
a SuDS property assessment
and Water Checks rating.

Sarah sells the property for
an increased price due to her
high Environmental Landscape
Rating and hands over an
education pack to the customer
so they can stay informed and
help maintain the rating of the
property.

